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quarks 

   1968 
NP 1990 

The proton 

Hofstadter 
     1957 

α 

1909 

scattering angle 

* 

*at short distance 

0.84-0.87 fm 
     radius 

Bjorken  Feynman 

proton 

 The Varian brothers 

W.Panofsky 

klystron 

1937 



NA4 
 muon scattering 

presently COMPASS 

CHARM CDHS  76-84 

essential for LHC 

  hadron scattering  prompt γ and leptons, see backup 

and NOMAD, CHORUS 

BEBC 

         and Gargamelle 
    violation of scaling (1978) 

EMC,  
NA4 

horn 

neutrino scattering 

S.Van der Meer 

clear hints for glue and sea  quarks 

quark structure of bound nucleons 
different from free nucleons (1983) 

      spin crisis (1988) 

 neutrinos select the flavor 
 study valence quarks 

  high mass lepton pairs  7 experiments  
  discovery of K-factor ,i.e. gluon radiation 

       prompt photons 
hard photoproduction (NA14)   HERA  

took over NA3 
WA11 

   also 
     ISR 
pp collider 

K 

√τ 



 strong 
isospin 
  1932 
 SU(2) Yukawa 

  1935 

   fermions live in 
     weak isospin  
          space 

    reduction à la Mendeleev 

 strange particles 
  come in (47-61) 

    Nishijima- 
      Nakano     1953  
     Gell-Mann  1956 M.Gell Mann 

 Zweig 
   Aces 

Heisenberg 

   1964 

      strangeness   the Eighfold Way 
          1960 

   with Y.Ne’eman 

SU(3) 

quarks 

meson 
  octet 

 decuplet 
      Ω− 

predicted 
  in 1962 

rotation 

      others? 
   Petermann 

? 

    as dynamical objects 

     pre-BC techniques 
    much contributions  
   of future CERN actors  

Ω− found 
  in 1964 

 weak 
isospin 

still in Brookhaven 

   in BC, mostly found at 
   BNL and LBL machines 

at CERN 

 but 



Cabibbo angle 

GIM 1970 

     J/Psi 1974 
        Richter 
           Ting 

    Kobayashi Maskawa Lederman discovering  
            beauty 1977 

1963 

+ Bjorken 
unobserved  
at that time 

1973 

  and 
M.Perl 
   tau 
 1975 

relative probability that d  
and s quarks decay into u 

a lot of heavy flavor spectroscopy at CERN (SPS, LEP, LHC) 

phase 

charmed  
 mesons 
   1976 

 charmonium 
 spectroscopy 

narrow! 

J.Iliopoulos 

    stimulating but  
frustration at CERN 



   pert. QCD understood, but manifestations are complex,  
   e.g. multi jets     Impressive theoretical work to match the needs of LHC physics.  

  color Greenberg  
    1964 

Wilczek 

 quarks “live” in color space 

    a lot 
      from  
     CERN 
       DIS 
       ISR 
   Collider 
       LEP 

  DGLAP (1972-1977) evolution equations 

antiscreening 

 QCD 



Yang-Mills 1954 

QED 

Feynman et al  1949  Lamb shift 
     Maxwell 1861 

Glashow Salam Weinberg 
           NP 1979 

  photon not 
self interacting 

 BEH 1964  ‘t Hooft 1971 

U(1) 

1961 

 QM 

then clear mission: search for the W and Z, search for the BEH boson 

non abelian 
   covariant 

  local 
invariance 



e- 

νµ νµ
Z0 

  A.Salam et P.Musset 

1979 

A.Lagarrigue 

Neutral Currents 

 Gargamelle    freon CF3Br  12m3 

1973 

subsequent neutrino experiments 
                  R (NC/CC) 

now 
A.Rousset 
  Ec.Pol. 

neutrinos 

       neutrons 

  maturation of the BC program at CERN 
  opening to european and US labs  1960: creation of the TCC 

 Gargamelle 
decided end 1965 

CERN and CEA 
 Weisskopf, Gregory 

 an odyssey… 
 much scepticism 
 many characters 
 Perkins, Cundy, … 

 “alternating currents”, see backup 

leptonic 

W F Fry and D Haidt 

hadronic 

Aachen 



 great success   
 of the machine  

 but J/Psi, charm,  
beauty, tau, gluon  
 found elsewhere 

some moral support   
    was needed… 

it came next..  

focus on forward region    lack of theoretical guidance 

End of ISR in 83 
M. Jacob 

“I come to bury Caesar  
  not to praise him” 
Marc Antony, in Julius Caesar 

V.Weisskopf: 

“it does not matter where  
 discoveries are made.” 

ISR M.Jacob 

direct photons: 1979 to the end.  
Discovered at ISR. Important test of QCD 

1979: first clear (mass peaks) observation  
of charmed hadrons in hadronic interactions 

                 1982 AFS, R11 : evidence for the dominance of 2-jet  
   structure at highest ET. But pp collider already in the game. 

lepton pair production: Drell-Yan and onia 

rising total cross-section: proton size increases  
with E, its shape stays the same. Geometrical scaling 

1973: discovery of the large pT phenomena 
partons point-like relative to the strong interaction 

Split field 



hadronic 
    jets 

W Z 

  UA1 tracker 

  B.Sadoulet 

 C.Rubbia’s determination in somewhat adverse climate 
 1976 paper by C.Rubbia, P.McIntyre and D.Cline 
 1977 proposal to CERN and Fermilab, feasibility study 
 1978 success of ICE   1979 approval of the experiments 

 The p-p collider   
  aim: to discover W, Z 

  fast decisions, fast realisation 
  great machine, great detectors 
  hermeticity, redundancy, innovating techniques 
  physics “au rendez vous”: hadronic jets, W, Z, etc 

UA2 

 calorimetry, 1/3 cost of UA1 

“L’espoir changea de camp, le combat changea d’âme” (D.Denegri and V.Hugo) 



electron transverse energy 

final 

final 

UA1 

W discovery 1982-83 

MZ 

other goodies angular distribution of 
parton-parton scattering 

proton structure functions 
 role of gluons at small x 

prompt γ production, 
multi jet final states, 
the pt of W, 
beauty production, mixing 



Detectors 

    The rise of Si detectors 
from flavor tag to main tracking, i.e. from m2 to hundred m2 

spectacular evolution of microelectronics. Decisive role of CMOS high  
density circuits, of deep sub-micron technologies intrinsically radiation hard 

The reign of bubble chambers    see backup 
from “années d’apprentissage” to the successes of the large chambers 
liquid hydrogen, heavy liquids      many techniques of picture analysis 
hybrid systems: BEBC external detectors, EHS rapid cycling chamber, … 

  The 68 revolution of G.Charpak 
MWPC, drift chamber, multistep (F.Sauli), culminating with TPC (D.Nygren) 
1971: CERN-Heidelberg J.Steinberger et al, at PS on CP 
1972: Split Field Magnet     Charpak, Minten, Innocenti et al, at ISR 

Triggered detectors 
1949-59: spark chambers development as tracking devices 
1962: first massive use of them in BNL, evidence for vµ 
various read out methods, from film to filmless 
1972: Ω optical     role of streamer chambers   >1964: on line computers 



   Calorimetry: compensation, pointing geometry 
   Liquid argon, scintillating crystals, etc  Si-W? 
   R/O methods: PMs, APDs 

   Identification 
dE/dx, Cerenkov (threshold, DISC, RICH) 

Crucial role of detector R&D (DRD…) 
Vital to pursue it (HL LHC, etc) 
3D tracking, ultimate calorimetry 

publications 



UA1 

   Tom Ypsilantis 
   antiproton, RICH 

Charpak, Prentki, Armenteros 
Delphi 
  TPC 

 perf. CPU/cost × 8 107 in 40 yrs   
external connectivity: from kbps  
near 1980 to 100 Gbps now 

 From WEB to GRID 

CRAY  
(1988) 

now 

D.Williams 

C.Piguet 

farms: used at  LEP (Aleph, Delphi)  

Berners-Lee 



CMS 

ATLAS 

Delphi 
pixels 

O(1m2) 

Delphi 

1990 

pixels,  
bump  
bonding 

 Heavy flavor at SPS  see later LEP, etc 
 a very active area (about 20 experiments) 
 considerable impact on QCD 
 most innovative in terms of Si detectors 

hadron, photon (charm fraction x 10), hyperon beams 
mostly charm physics (spectroscopy, lifetimes, production mechanisms) 
but some beauty physics 

      Si 
 detectors 

WA97/NA57 
Si pixels (RD19) 
first time in 
an experiment 

WA92 



PRECISION TESTS OF THE ELECTROWEAK THEORY  

g–2 of the muon 

LEP 

rare decays, see backup 

“g-2 is not an experiment: it is a way of life. ”  
                                          John Adams 



unsettled… 

muon g−2 
E.Picasso 

F.Farley 

? 



great machine  4 good detectors  clean, subtle physics  SM validated at loop level 

Delphi 

U.Amaldi 

Aleph 

B.Richter 
    1976 

LEP 

17M Z 

/beam 

Aleph 
SC RF cavities 
E.Picasso, Ph.Bernard 
C.Benvenuti 

7.5 MV/m  may 99 

J.Ellis, M.K.Gaillard, D.Nanopoulos 

MegaZ 
U.Amaldi 

ADLO 



  LEP did much better than expected  
machine 

physics 

MZ 

number  of neutrinos 

MW 

   Cecilia Jarlskog  
         theorem 

history… 
weak  
angle 

αS 

 but 
SLC 
SLD 
ALR 
b-tag 

ad augusta per angusta 
weak angle 



PDG 1988 
cast-iron mh>14 MeV 
probably mh> 4 GeV  
(B, Upsilon, K) 

LEP1  mh > 63 GeV LEP2 mass reach (1993): mh ≈ √s − MZ 

   2000: crash against the higgsstrahlung barrier for mh = 206 − MZ = 115 GeV 
  LEP ended in confusion, sound and fury… no way to increase the energy …  
  some candidates doubtful: constraint physics at the kinematical limit?   
  LEP stopped     LHC answered: nothing at 115 GeV, something at 125…  

 384 SC RF cavities instead of 285,  
a possible scenario (Myers-Wyss, 1996) 

MSSM (1994)   mh<130 GeV 
220-91=129 GeV 
220 GeV CM asked for in 1994 

A point of history K.Hubner, 2004 

 BEH 
boson 

drawn from 0708.3344 
       compilation 

“predictions” 



VB self interact 

the couplings 
    converge 

maturity of beauty tag CP violation in B world 

 LEP was  
 a beauty  
  “PME” 

small radius 
of beam pipe 

LEP 
ps−1 

the strong 
  coupling 
     runs 

     top mass,  
indirect and direct 



Quino only 2 experiments (or a single one) may lead to  tricky situations.. 

  strong and essential collaboration between theory and experiment 

no more 

ZFITTER Luminosity theoretical error 



Emergency exit 

     CP violation 
        heavy ions 
         neutrinos 
        dark matter 



Cronin, Fitch 
1964 

  skipping many results  
    from CERN, proof of  
 direct CP violation:  
      NA31, NA48  René Turlay 

CP violation in B physics 
   LEP, among others, was involved 
   then domain of B factories and LHCb 

I.Mikulec 



  heavy ions at SPS    
          “fusion” of J/ψ       strangeness enhancement           e+e− pairs 

COBE 
WMAP  
Planck 

CMB 

now 

CERES 



W.Pauli 1930  1956 detection of anti νe 

Brookhaven 
2 neutrinos  
     1962 

3 neutrinos 

                3 LH neutrinos 
   hierarchy? its own antiparticle? 
   CP? is that all? sterile neutrinos  
   of     eV         keV         GeV        ? 

neutrinos have non zero small masses 
       cosmology:  
       Σ mi < 0.26 eV 

Reines Cowan 
     in 1953 

Nobel 1988 

Lederman,  
Schwartz,  
Steinberger 

LEP 

Pontecorvo  
      1957 

Homestake  
     1968 
   Gallex  
     1994 
still “solar  
v problem” 
     SNO  
     2002  
  Kamland  
     2004 

at CERN: 
searches for 
oscillations 

Chorus, Nomad 
unfortunately 

not in the right 
domain of 

parameters 

from CERN: 
OPERA 

  1961 at CERN 
failed attempt of a 
neutrino program 

neutrino oscillation   Super-Kamiokande 

1998 
Koshiba 
  NP 2002 

half of the νµ lost 
  oscillated to ντ 

     νMSM 
SHIP beam dump? 

ICARUS/ 
 NESSIE 

1958 

see-saw (Minkowsi, etc) 



IAXO 

SHIP (?), etc 

CAST 

BBN 

CMB 

cluster 
galaxy 

beware ! 

    and other methods 
     (ADMX, “shining wall”) 

dark matter 

LHC 

lensing 

direct 



    SUSY? 
    value of mh 
   encouraging 

  hiding well, but 
   limited search  
  LSP > 500 GeV? 

  is it reality or a 
   refined mental 
   construction? 

   or any other  
 BSM scenario?  

or did we get all, except DM? 

e.g.  BEH boson + 3 sterile  
neutrinos solving all problems, 
as in νMSM ? 

     or shall we end with  
    anthropic arguments 
                ?????  

  Without hiding shadows, CERN, well thought from the start, is a great success.     
  Let’s hope this will go on and CERN will keep its leadership at the HE frontier. 
  Impressive bilan: NC, W and Z, LEP physics, BEH boson. What next? 
  Exploit fully what we have now. “Leave no stone unturned”…  

Quino 



Backup 



Main remarks 

1/ theory, ideas: until early seventies, no theoretical guidance 
after: checking and validating the SM + search for a few new scenarios (SUSY,..) 

2/ discoveries 
until the Neutral Currents or so, CERN in a learning phase 
then came the march towards its present leadership at the HE frontier 

3/ detectors 
some mutations, most important being the 68 revolution of Charpak 
Key role of the progress in parallel of microelectronics, etc 

4/ cosmology  
not so long that the paradigm of an expanding universe is dominant, 
hence PP seen as “archeology” of the first instants 



a mode of interaction 
unique and understood 

force carrier: 
 photon for electromagnetism 

W et Z for the weak force 
gluons for the strong force 

complex zoo of constituents  

  and the 125 GeV BEH boson… 

3 families, 3 colors:  
why this “stuttering”? 

weak isospin:  
couples and bachelors 

mass from <1 eV to 172 GeV 
pointlike to within 10−18 cm 

any symmetry between  
constituents and carriers?  

colors 

fam
ilies 

the present result… questions 

Our world is quantic… 



Yes, they can: quantum effect 

Equal production of particles and antiparticles. No track  
of antiparticles. But we are there! What happened? 

top-antitop 

AMS 

Murayama 

CMS 



 kaon  
  rare  
decays 

LHCb + CMS 

high intensity frontier 

NA62 

PSI 

LFV 

SuperKEKB 
eEDM 



back to CP: skipping many results from CERN,  direct CP violation: NA31, NA48 

CP Lear 
direct measurement of non invariance by time reversal 
direct measurement of the CPT parameter, conservation demonstrated 50 times more precisely than before 
differences of mass and decay width of K0 and K0 compatibles with 0 with a sensitivity of some 10–18 GeV 

CP violation in B physics 
LEP, among others, was involved 

then domain of the beauty factories and of LHCb 

CPT: does the antiatom behaves as the atom?  

next: AEGIS, gBAR 



John Bell 
1964 Bell inequalities 
Bell et al anomaly 

Victor Weisskopf 

68: model of G.Veneziano,  
father of strings 
idea relaunched in 1974 
(Scherk-Schwarz) in another  
context and scale, towards  
Superstrings 

73: J.Wess et B.Zumino: invention of SUSY   
 then S.Ferrara: co-invention of SUGRA  
J.Ellis, G.Giudice, etc: SUSY phenomenology 

80: I.Antoniadis:  
possibility of large  
 extradimensions 

  theory at or linked 
          to CERN 

J.Wess 

91: several authors give  
upper limit on Higgs mass 
in the MSSM. In 94, with the 
top mass, mh ≤ 130 GeV 

    “Si tu ne vas pas à Planck, Planck viendra à toi” 

gravity looks weak because it is diluted in extradimensions (ADD) 
or because it is confined near a “brane” which is not ours (RS) 

an industry at LEP and LHC: unfortunately nothing seen 

in each point of space-time 
attach a 7-dimensional 
extra space 



64 Bell inequalities 

spark ch. 
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Recent developments in perturbative QCD 
 NLO, NNLO and logarithmic resummation 


